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The Solution

Evolve Media implemented the Insticator Widget’s across 30 

additional sites housed under their Crave and TotallyHer brands in 

February 2017, while utilizing the site specific trivia content 

strategically created by Insticator’s editorial team. 

The Results

Without optimizing the Widget across all of their sites, Evolve was 

on track to see only an average of $1,300 in revenue for the months 

of February through April. After optimizing, in February, Evolve saw 

a whopping $18,400 in additional revenue ㄧ which was over a 95% 

increase in ad revenue projected for the month-without sacrificing 

their sites’ authentic experiences. 

The Challenge

After implementing the Insticator Widget on some of their site pages, 

Sherdog.com, a web property of Evolve Media, was making roughly $136 

daily in revenue generated from the Insticator Widget. After realizing that 

Sherdog only embedded the Insticator Widget on select pages, the 

Insticator Team suggested that Sherdog optimize their Insticator Widget 

placement by embedding it on all the pages on Sherdog’s site.

After optimizing the Insticator Widget, Sherdog’s revenue increased by 

314%. Following Sherdog’s sizable growth in ad revenue, Evolve turned to 

Insticator asking: How do I continue to increase revenue while maintaining 

an authentic user experience across all of my properties? 

Evolve Media multiplied their revenue by 95% after embedding the 

Insticator Widget across 30 of their sites. 

With 120 million readers a month, Evolve Media is a premiere digital 

publisher that creates content across their network of lifestyle sites 

belonging to their Crave and TotallyHer brands. 

Acquired an additional 42% in engagement 

Gained an additional 95% in ad revenue

EVOLVE MEDIA MAXIMIZES THEIR EARNING POTENTIAL AFTER 
IMPLEMENTING AND OPTIMIZING THE INSTICATOR WIDGET 
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Tyron Woodley won the UFC 
championship for what weight class?

Sherdog’s immense 
success with the 

Insticator Widget was 
more than enough 

reason to implement the 
widget across the

 rest of our sites. And
Insticator’s suggestion to 

optimize the widget’s 
placement made it 

that much better.”
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Gary Randall, CraveOnline Media


